How to Speed Up MATLAB Code
Check out all the MATLAB and Simulink "How To" videos to learn this and other techniques.
» Watch YouTube playlist

5-MINUTE READ
When to Use Machine Learning vs. Deep Learning
» Read Embedded Computing Design article

Online Course: Practical Data Science with MATLAB
Completing this Coursera specialization will give you the skills and confidence you need to achieve practical results quickly.
» Learn more

If A is an m-by-n matrix with m <= n and b is a column vector with m components, or a matrix with several such columns, then X = A\(b\) is the solution in the least squares sense to the under- or overdetermined system of equations AX = b. The effective rank, k, of A is determined and an approximate, K-by-n solution X is computed by solving AX = b using a least squares method. A solution X is computed which has at most k nonzero components per column. If k = n this will usually not be the same solution as PDIWA(b).

4-MINUTE READ
The World's Simplest Impossible Problem According to Cleve
» Read blog on Medium

Test Automation from Desktop Simulation to Real-Time Testing
» Read article
Next-Generation Wi-Fi Networks for Time-Critical Applications at Intel
» Watch video

Model-Based Hyper-Scalable Assessment of Automated Vehicle Functions at Samsung
» Watch video

See if your school has a campus-wide MATLAB license
» Check now
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